Compact 125 kHz Proximity Reader Delivers Secure Access Control

Southco’s new EA-P3 Proximity Card Reader provides convenient, secure, non-contact access in an easy-to-use design. Compact and low profile, the unit reads HID 125 kHz compatible proximity cards and produces a 26 bit Wiegand output common to most access control systems.

The reader can easily be combined with the Southco EA-P1 Pin/Prox reader for a complete access control system, or combined with any existing system to add keyless entry points to existing security systems.

- Keyless entry simplifies access management
- Flexible design works with existing building access control systems
- Integrated LED provides feedback of card acceptance
- Sealed, weather-resistant design with simple three-hole installation

The EA-P3 Reader is well suited to applications requiring secure interior storage or those requiring simple integration of an electronic access solution with existing proximity cards.

Learn more about the convenience of the EA-P3 »

Suits a wide range of applications requiring economical and convenient electronic access control
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Have access hardware challenges? Want design application solutions? Check out our blog!

Be the first to hear about Southco’s new products, innovative application solutions and access hardware design tips from our experts. Comments and feedback are always welcome so what are you waiting for?

Join us on the Southco blog now »